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From the Desk of Kimberly Brown

Attention All Drivers
Are you scanning your Trip Report each week with your last load
for the pay period? By scanning it ensures we have your sheet in
time to process pay. Effective this month, the Settlements
Department will be using these Trip Reports to process your
settlements.
This sheet should contain all items you are expecting to be paid
for the week. By completing the Trip Report and scanning each
week, you provide valuable information for Settlements to be
able to solve potential payroll problems before they arise. You
can also keep the original to compare to when you get your
settlement sheet.
We have recently revised the Trip Report to include a column for
the Transflo confirmation number and a line for the company
driver Per Diem days out. So, if you do not have the latest and
greatest version, or have questions please contact Settlements.
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WE WANT TEAMS
We have recently upped our team pay
to $.54 CPM for all practical miles
loaded or not
They will also be receiving a mileage bonus for
any team that can get at least 16,000 miles per
month. If they hit that goal they will get an
additional $1000 BONUS.

Why is this important
to you?
The current recruiting bonus is $1,700 paid out over a 14-week
period per driver you recruit, and this is open to drivers and
office staff--- For drivers or staff that know a team and
recruits them into the fleet, they will get double that bonus.
Team bonus for recruiting is $3400 !!!!
What are you waiting for???
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Notes from Ops
From the Desk of Scotty Hepler
There seems to be a mystery about operations and who does what in operations. We thought it would be a good idea to give you a
little insight into operations and how things work. Within operations there are several positions: Order Entry, Customer Service
Representatives, Driver Managers, Planners and Managers. The following gives a brief; (and definitely incomplete), list of their
duties but at least it gives you some of the basics, so you have a better understanding of how operations works.
Order Entry – The order entry staff enter loads received by our customers into our McLeod load management software and
manages the information within these loads. This includes, updating customer websites with load status and pickup and delivery
times; communicating with customers when there are delays or issues with the loads and working with billing to ensure that
paperwork is submitted promptly so that drivers can be paid on time and Buchanan can also get paid in a timely manner.
Customer Service Representatives – The CSR’s support our customers plain and simple. They are the primary communication
point between Buchanan and our customers. They work with the customers when there are issues, evaluate rates, obtain more
business from them and overall handle anything that the customer throws our way.
Driver Manager - Driver Managers are the primary link between the planners and the drivers. Their job is to manage the drivers;
(NOT MICROMANAGE) but to manage. Their job is to ensure that the drivers are moving when they need to so that they can meet
pickup and delivery times and so that the driver’s hours are managed effectively; and work with the drives to ensure that items like
pay, vacation, home time, etc. are coordinated to the right people. It is extremely important that the drivers and driver manager
work together to effectively and as a team. This is the only way we can be effective as a company.
Planners - Planners are responsible for load planning and oversight of their respective fleet. They plan, direct, and coordinate the
activities of the Buchanan fleet. The planners and driver managers work closely with each other to ensure that drivers time and
hours are maximized so that Buchanan and the drivers revenue is maximized; and that driver requirements such as home time and
vacation time is coronated and supported to the best of our ability.
Operations Management – Operations management include the fleet managers, and directors of operation. These positions are
tasked with managing the respective fleets within Buchanan. All the office personnel report to these positions and they are
responsible for the revenue generated by their fleet, the maintenance costs that their fleet incur, driver retention and the overall
management of their fleet.
We all take our jobs very seriously and each person no matter what department they work in is a vital part of the team that make’s
Buchanan successful.
•
•
•

get paid in a timely manner.
Customer Service Representatives – The CSR’s support our customers plain and simple. They are
the primary communication point between Buchanan and our customers. They work with the

Time Off
requires 2 weeks’ notice
It is company policy that you give two weeks’ notice when you are requiring time off. This is the case for
drivers as well as office staff. If it is an emergency situation, please call your driver manager and let them
know. Otherwise, doctor appointments, family reunions, vacations are all things that are normally scheduled
in advance. As soon as you know the date you need off, let you driver manager know.
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Tips, Tricks and Recipes from Your Fellow Drivers
Crockpots and Truck Ovens – healthy option that saves you money
Have you always wanted to try cooking in your truck but feel like you don’t have the culinary
skills? Try the crockpot. It is easy to use and can cook anything on HIGH in 4 hours or on LOW in
8 hours.

Chicken and Mushrooms
•

1 Pint of Baby Bellas (or equivalent in sliced portabella mushrooms)

•

1.5 - 2lbs Boneless Chicken Tenderloins or Sliced Chicken Breast

•

1 Can of Cream of Chicken Soup

•

Salt & Pepper to Taste

Instructions
1. Place chicken in the bottom of slow cooker, evenly dump the mushrooms on top and then cover
with the cream of chicken soup. Sprinkle desired about of salt and pepper on top. Cook on high
for 4 hours or low for 6 hours. Do a taste test to determine if your dish could use a little more
salt & pepper. Enjoy!

Tarping and Chaining
It is important not only for the respect of our customers to take securement seriously but also for
the other drivers. Sometimes loads must be split and another driver may have to finish to the load.
It is unfair to do a lack luster job and then risk a fellow driver’s record, not to mention the original
driver gets paid for the tarping in most cases. Would you be upset if you had to re-tarp a load
someone else got paid to do? Also, younger drivers look up to old timers for guidance. Are you
setting the correct example?

Polite to Customers
I am nice and professional with every customer no matter the circumstances. Over the years, they
have come to know me and respect me as a professional. Sometimes they let me cut in line, go
early or even unload me late with no complaints because they know that while I am on their
property I will always be a true professional. You catch more bees with honey. You get what you
give. Treat others how you want to be treated.
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Message from Buchanan Logistics

From the Desk of
by Name Style
Dan
Rutherford

Like the rest of Buchanan,
our Logistics Division is
moving forward
with substantial
growth. We are
putting our
focus on more
efficiently
combining
transportation
opportunities
with resources
through talented people,
technology and refined
processes.
We are putting a
major push on our
recruiting/hiring
process. Jamie
Buchanan has
done an excellent
job of refining our
process in hopes of
attracting talent. We have
goals to grow each of
our locations and
are confident that
we will be able to
accomplish our objectives.
In April, we promoted
Michael Rivas to our
Operations Manager.
Michael will be working

with our Team Leaders to
push more freight “out the
door.”

We also promoted Landon
Feichter to a Team Leader
position in Indianapolis,
which is a major point of
emphasis for future
growth. Landon is excited
to get a team that he can
work with and develop.
Overall, we expect great
things in Logistics for the
rest of 2019 and 2020.
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Don’t even risk it
Arrive Alive
No text is worth
your life

Any time there is a change to our pay policy, the company puts a message at the bottom
of your pay statements. Make sure you check this regularly for any updates. For example,
we are making changes to our driver advances program. This has been on your
settlements for the last couple of weeks. It is always important to check your settlement
not only to make sure everything is correct but to also make sure you are receiving their
communication.

I would like to encourage our drivers to send in some of their recipes, healthy routines and financial
tips to share with other drivers. Include what type of cooking equipment you use and an estimated cost
for the meal or how a change has affected your pocket book.

Submit your ideas to:
recruiting@buchananhauling.com
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Current In House Job
Openings

Be Prepare:

Safety Coordinator - Fort
Wayne
Driver Recruiter Houston, Orlando, Fort
Wayne, Valpo, Indy
Driver Trainer – Indy
Driver Manager - Fort
Wayne
CSR - Fort Wayne
Mechanic - Indy, Orlando
Corporate Recruiter - Fort
Wayne, Indy, Valpo
Logistics Specialists - Fort
Wayne, Indy, Clute,
Chicago West

To be considered, send you resume to
jbuchanan@buchananhualing.com
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Recruiting
Bonus
For every driver you bring into our
fleet there is a $1700 Bonus.
If you would like business cards,
brochures or advice get with
recruiting so we can send you in
the right direction.
We also have Brochures that
explain our pay as well as business
cards in each terminal.
Our top driver recruiter last year
earned $20,000 +
Second place earned $9,000+
And one driver got $5100 in his
first month recruiting!
This is open to all staff and
drivers…. What are you waiting
for?

P.S.- Top Driver recruiters get
truck decals to make their trucks
stand out!
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Why haven’t you gotten
your endorsements?
We have freight you could be missing out on.
With new freight coming from our new hazmat and tanker accounts, as well as canadian freight ,
I am curious how many of you are avoiding getting your endorsements because you think it is a
hassle? I have helped several drivers through the process and let me tell you, it is not that hard.
We will reimburse or provide you with money upfront to get your endorsements so you do not
have out of pocket expenses. As long as you stay with us for one year you do not have to pay it
back.
If you get all 4 endorsments you will receive a $.01 or 1% raise on ALL loads you haul.
*Max Pay 30% or $.48 CPM
You heard that right!!!! No out of pocket expenses and an automatic raise!
What are you waiting for?
Set up an appointment online to get your TWIC card. It can take anywhere from 14-60 days to
receive due to the background check. We have several customers that require this endoresment.
You are missing out on freight!
https://www.tsa.gov/for-industry/twic
There are plenty of practice tests online for your hazmat and tanker. It will tell you what type of
questions will be asked and the answers. Go in prepared and make yourself available for these
opportunities. Take the test at your local BMV. They will also require a background check for this
that could take up to 60 days so get this done sooner rather than later.
We have really good paying loads that go into Canada for Flatbed and Van drivers. You probably
won’t go here everyday or everyweek but a passport is good for ten years and super simple to
get. Just visit your local post office to fill out forms and get your picture taken.

TANKER PASSPORT HAZMAT TWIC
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20 Years on the Road
Geary Buchanan started this company 20 years ago,
with a truck, two trailers and a dream. We are now 300+
trucks strong and still growing.
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Truckers cause accidents
• A truck driver is 3 times
less likely to be involved
in a car accident
compared to a fourwheeler
• A semi-truck is 4 times
more likely to pass a road
worthy inspection
compared to passenger
vehicles
• Trucks only make up
about 2.4% of all traffic
accidents











Socail Media

Did you know we are very active in social media?
Facebook has all of the best pictures taken by the
drivers and our staff, as well as healthy recipes, funny
trucker jokes and much more. Follow us at
https://www.pinterest.com/buchananhauling

TRUCKING STATS

➢
➢

➢

➢

➢

90% of trucking companies have 20
trucks or less
Our Industry consumes an average
of 53.9 billion gallons of fuel in a
year
Commercial Trucks make up 12.5%
of all registered vehicles but paid
36.5% of the total highway user
taxes in 2006, this totaled to 37.4
billion dollars to the federal and
states highway user tax.
Motor Vehicle crashes cost society
approximately $4,900 per second,
or about $30,000 by the time you
were done reading this fact.
68% of truck accidents happen in
rural areas. 68% of accidents
happen during the day time and
78% of truck accidents happen on
the weekend.

Women are bad drivers
• There are over 200,000
female truck drivers in
the US.
• Women are 3 times less
likely to get into an
accident then a male
truck driver.
• A woman is 4 times more
likely to pass their CDL
certification on their first
attempt than men are.
Truckers are not really
important




Truckers haul ten billion
tons of every commodity
used and consumed in
America.
That business accounts
for $700.4 Billion worth
of gross income.



Without truckers, the US
store shelves would be
empty in 2-3 days
Banks would run out of
cash in one day
Garbage would be a
health hazard in a week
or two
Clean water supply would
be disrupted, as vital
cargo used to purify
would not reach
purification plants
Hospitals would run out
of Oxygen and meds
within one day
Most gas stations would
be out of gas within a
week

The Company controls your
pay rate
• The marketplace sets the
rates
• Company’s actually have
very little influence on
the rates they can charge
shippers.
• The goal is always to
keep the gross revenue
healthy while keeping
the rates competitive, a
tricky puzzle for even the
most seasoned agent.

May 2018

Who Should I Call?
When you have a question, who is this person you should be chatting
with to get it solved?
Your first stop should always be your driver manager

Corporate Office – 260-471-1877
Dispatch- ext. 4
Recruiting- ext. 5
Safety- ext. 6
Accounting- ext. 7
Payroll or Per Diem
– Martha 2269
Accident or Injury
– Safety 2625
Safety Card Questions
– Your dispatcher or Safety 2625
Health Insurance for Drivers and Staff
– Kimberly 2283 (Drivers)
-Annette Noble 2220 (Staff)
Recruiting
– Mike 2197, Michael 2125 or Nicole 2161

Available Lease Purchase, Trucks &
Equipment
– Dee 2318
401K
– jmckendry@buchananhauling.com
Question about Truck repairs
– Fort Wayne/TX – Paige 2280
-Indy -Denny or Ellie 3290
Driver Retention
– Scotty 2130

It is always best to just call the department extensions listed first. This way
whoever is available can answer the phone and transfer you to the correct
person who is on the clock and ready to help you. If you use an individual
person’s extension, they may be on vacation or out sick. If it is something
where you need assistance immediately, call the department extension.
If you can think of some more scenarios you would like me to add to the list
and give names and extensions for, call me at 260-471-1877 Ext. 2130 and I
will keep a running list we can update every couple of months.
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We want to give one of our favorite staff members an enthusiastic shout out for being amazing
members of our team.

Ellie is an amazing person!! She will drop what she is doing to help anyone with anything. She has helped me so
much since I got out to the shop. She is always there with an encouraging word or to help when things get too
crazy. If it wasn’t for Ellie, I wouldn’t be able to do my job. She is one of the reasons we can keep our shops running
smoothly 😊
-

Paige Hepler

She comes to work and does what she is told most of the time… I agree she does a great job. she handles all my
phone calls and takes care of all my parts and helps all the other shops with getting their parts in the system. She also
handles most of the break downs that come in down here. She tries her best to help with some of the work load, so I
can focus on other task.
-

Denny Brown

WAY TO REPRESENT!!!
P.S. – I sent you a present!

Your Buchanan Family
CONGRATULATIONS – The Buchanan Weight loss challenge “Get Fit, Don’t Quit”
Choose to Lose participants lost a grand total of 204.5 pounds.
Team Red weighs in with 79.2 pounds lost and the first-place percentage of 6.60%. They were followed closely by Team
Flab_U_Less with 70.5 pounds lost and a second-place percentage of 5.22%.
Special recognition goes to our “Top 3 Losers”.
1st Loser – Dee Howard lost 30.3 pounds and 14.27% body weight
2nd Loser – Kimberley Brown lost 21 pounds and 11.30% body weight
3rd Loser – Chad Peltier lost 21.4 pounds and 9.8% body weight
Prizes are forthcoming.
Everyone watch your emails for information on our upcoming quick kick “Get Fit, Don’t Quit”!
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From the Desk of Sherry Collins, Head of Safety
Welcome to the Team

Don Starns
Safety Director, Fort Wayne, IN (has been here two months already) Taking over
the daily responsibilities. Don has YEARS of experience both on the driving side
and as Safety Director for a small Flatbed carrier. He and his wife have re-located to
Ft Wayne and settling in nicely. Please stop in and say hi!
Upcoming:
Focus for Roadcheck 2018 June 5-7
Given the number of drivers newly required to use electronic logging devices (ELDs), it
may come as no surprise that CVSA has announced that the special emphasis area at this
year’s Roadcheck is hours of service. As well as emphasizing the hours-of-service and
ELD regulations, officers will be downloading drivers’ electronic logs, when possible, and
checking for compliance
Do you know if you have an ELD or AOBR?
To assist you – we will have Safety Meetings in Ft Wayne, Indianapolis, La Porte and Clute. Of course,
you can stop in or call in with questions.

More Exciting News in June:
We are partnering with SmartDrive in a pilot program using camera technology in our
tractors as a defensive driving tool to exonerate and protect our drivers. Did you know that 80%
of collisions involving tractor trailers are the 4-wheeler’s fault; yet, the professional driver is
always accused? After vast research and talking with other carriers, we found that this new
technology will increase fuel efficiency, reduce accidents, exonerate drivers, eliminate false
claims & litigation, identify root causes of accidents, and protects our drivers from fictitious
traffic violations.
Q. What equipment will be added to the tractor?
A. The SmartRecorder consists of two video cameras, a control box, a keypad, and other optional accessories.
There is a forward-facing camera to provide a view of the road in front of the tractor and a rear-facing camera to
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provide a view of the driver seat. The control box will be mounted out of the driver’s way. The keypad will be
mounted within easy-to-reach area of the driver seat.
Q. What triggers the camera?
A. Hard Driving events include hard braking, sharp cornering, swerving, and excessive acceleration; Shock
events include collisions and near collision events; Speeding; Manual activation button was pressed on the
camera or keypad. If you are able it is recommended to always press the manual activation button immediately
following a collision to ensure your incident is recorded. Remember only a total of 20-seconds is recorded when
an event is triggered.
Q. Is this like “Big Brother”?
A. No. The camera cannot be remotely activated. The camera cannot be activated for any other reason than
excessive G-forces, speeding, erratic movement, or the manual button.
Q. Will the camera be a distraction in the vehicle?
A. No, the SmartDrive SmartRecorder is placed in an out-of-the-way location in the cab.
Q. If something happens and it’s not my fault, can I record the event to prove my innocence?
A. Yes. Simply press the red manual button when the event occurs and the camera will record 10 seconds prior
and 10 seconds after the event.
Q. How would the system know if I run a stop sign?
A. Sometimes when you proceed through intersections, there are dips in the road or you take the turn hard.
These are enough to activate the camera and capture the event.
Q. Can I use the manual button to record something I want my supervisor to see?
A. Yes (for example, flooded intersection, gate is locked at a pickup location, roadway is not drivable, a car is
blocking a pickup or delivery, etc.)
Q. Does the camera record at night?
A. Yes (camera has infrared illumination that can capture video in very low light).
Q. Can I see my recorded events?
A. Yes. At management discretion, recorded events may be reviewed with you in connection with training and
coaching.
Q. How much of the vehicle interior is on the videos?
A. Depending on the camera placement on the windshield, almost the entire interior driver seat area is visible.
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Q. Does the camera record if the ignition is off?
A. Yes, for one hour after the ignition is turned off the camera is still able to record an event. If the ignition is
turned on during that one hour time period, the internal clock is reset.
Q. Is the video secure?
A. Yes, SmartDrive uses proprietary video format which can only be seen by authorized members of our
company.
Q. What if I place something over the camera lens and then an event triggers the camera; will it record
when something has been placed in front of the lens?
A. Yes it will. If something is obstructing the view of the camera, it will be identified as possible
tampering/obstructed view.
Q. How does the system track speed?
A. If the camera is triggered while you are driving, speed is automatically recorded. Your company policy may
also set speed thresholds where the camera is activated.
Q. Will the video event recordings only be used for disciplinary or punitive purposes?
A. No, we promote a positive, closed-loop communication that recognizes both good driving skills and
exonerations, as well as identifies risky maneuvers that are opportunities for improvement.
Q. Who looks at the videos?
A. SmartDrive’s expert review team analyzes videos according to a standardized set of observations and risk
scores. These reviewers have been trained to review and score the videos consistently. They do not have access
to the driver or company details, making the process both fair and anonymous. Videos are provided to assigned
management personnel, and prioritized for coaching based on risk. The management team will access driver
risk reports to determine which events received a high risk score and review videos with drivers to help with
safety training or coaching.
Q. How can I activate privacy mode?
A. The vehicle must be stopped in order to activate the Privacy Mode and the SmartRecorder must be powered.
Privacy Mode can be activated with ignition on. To activate, use the keypad attached to the SmartRecorder to
enter code “99999” and then press the checkmark button. The driver-facing camera’s lights will turn off to verify
to the driver that Privacy Mode is activated. While in Privacy Mode, the SmartRecorder will record video from
the exterior-facing camera, but it will not record audio and video from the driver-facing camera. All other
functions will continue to operate normally. When the driver either starts driving the vehicle in excess of 5 mph
or cycles the ignition, the SmartRecorder will resume normal function. The driver-facing camera’s lights will turn
on, and the SmartRecorder will record audio and video from the driver-facing camera.
Q. Do the managers have a way to “push a button” and record at any time?
A. No, the system does not have the ability to remotely record driver or vehicle activities at any time.
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Clean your Truck
Not only is it distracting and
dangerous to have a dirty truck
filled with tons of stuff and trash but
it is also uncomfortable and does
not represent your company well at
customers or trucks stops. It can
even cause undue stress.

We have some many drivers
coming in with trucks packed to the
brim with trash and stuff that we are
now going to be inspecting trucks as
a part of the DOT process. If you are
a company or Lease Purchase
driver, and your truck is over
flowing with filth, you will get a
warning.
These trucks are yours while
you use them and we want you to
live comfortably, but your health
and mental wellbeing is important
to us too. As well as your safety.
Now, we are not asking you to
be Mary Poppins or Betty Crocker
type clean, just use your common
sense. Can you easily move around
the truck? If not, how is first
responder supposed to pull you out
of there is there is an accident? Are
there food wrappers all over the
floor? That stuff is flammable and
could shave precious minutes off
the time you have to escape a truck
fire. Pop bottles rolling around?
You are lucky one has not stuck
under your peddle yet!

Please take pride in your truck ☺

How long are your breaks?

Let’s do the math!
How long are your breaks? Some
drivers take 10 hours and some take 14 or 15.
Have you ever wondered how this is
affecting your pay?
From the current FMCSA website,
this is how they describe your allowed
driving time: 14-Hour Driving Window -This
window is usually thought of as a “daily”
limit even though it is not based on a 24hour period. You are allowed a period of 14
consecutive hours in which to drive up to 11
hours after being off duty for 10 or more
consecutive hours. The 14-consecutive-hour
driving window begins when you start any
kind of work. Once you have reached the
end of this 14-consecutive-hour period, you
cannot drive again until you have been off
duty for another 10 consecutive hours. Your
driving/working is limited to the 14consecutive-hour period even if you take
some off-duty time, such as a lunch break or
a nap, during those 14 hours.
So, let’s say each day you take 14
hours for your break instead of ten. That is
20 hours per week not driving when you
could be. If we estimate that at one load per
week, paying $250, you will be missing out
on an additional $13,000 per year. Now
many of you have your HOS down to a
science, working the system to insure you
maximize your income. However, they are
several of you taking long breaks and then
starting your driving times during rush hour.
A little better time management could go a
long way for your pocket book. Is that
PlayStation worth a $13,000 loss? What
about not driving at night? All winter you are
losing money by not pushing past 5pm.

Are you missing out on
$13,00 a year?
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Why did you choose to become a truck
driver?

MITCH VOLKERS

DRIVER OF THE MONTH

I love money
How long have you been driving truck?
7 years
What made you want to decide to become a
Company Driver?
I don’t want to deal with the bills
Why be do like Flatbed instead of van.
I like tying stuff down.
Do you have any hobbies?
Motorcycles
Do you take extra steps to keep yourself
healthy on the road?
I do flatbed

Mitch had scheduled himself for
some vacation time and I was
unaware of it when I asked him to
help with with the event Touch a
Truck. Not only did he volunteer
to help, he never even mentioned
to me he was planning on taking
some down time. He is always
willing to help out. The Friday
before the event, he got back into
town earl and spent a chunk of his
afternoon helping another driver
with securement. The morning of,
a driver needed some equipment
and without hesitation he tried to
help him as well. Mitch is a team
player and that deserve to be
rewarded.

-Nicole Cherry- Recruiting
Do you have any future or goals?
No idea, maybe get a degree in engineering
Where is your favorite place to drive? Why?
Florida – never snows and nice year-round for motorcycling, plus drinks with
umbrellas
What places do you not like to driver? Why?
East Coast – Traffic, people, snow
What do you like best about your job?
Making money
What makes you successful in this industry?
Cause I focus on making money and people that help me do that.

Mitch is young but one of our
most reliable. He is quickly
becoming our go to guy. Starting
off on Vans and now hauling big
stuff in our open deck division,
we know he will go far

-Michael Beiswanger, Driver
Recruiter
Mitch has learned so much and
come so far. He is a safe driver
that we do not have to worry
about having issues with.

-Loree Kemp, Safety
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May 2018
I hope you all are enjoying the Spring weather, for those of us in the upper Midwest it was a long winter and a cold wet
Spring. Our showers did bring out the May flowers which made for a bright Mother’s Day! There are several changes
within the Company, Dan Rutherford has become our Director of Logistics, John Flick has joined us our CFO and Rick
Burton has joined us a Director of Finance. We need to continue to attract, recruit and add quality employees and drivers,
operations or logistics. We are rolling out a recruitment bonus for present employees to recruit others to our company.
Jamie will be sending out details within the week.
We are also in the process of putting together a Strategic Plan for the remainder of 2018 and moving into 2019. This plan
will contain many improvements and metrics which will help us all grow efficiently and profitably. Buchanan as a company
has entered another phase where the way we used to function will not work going forward. Hopefully, we will be rolling
this out in mid-July to early August. Stay tuned for more details.
Hope all of you are ready to take a nice summer vacation with family and friends, remember to leave early, stop for plenty
of rest breaks and travel safe. We all work in Transportation, so we are aware of the added traffic and congestion in the
summer months. Take a few extra minutes to drive extra cautious for your sake and the sake of those around you.
Baseball season is heading into prime time. Being that I am old fashioned and still think Baseball is our national pastime, I
would think we all need to attend a game this summer. Our company has many location’s, and some are located close to
good teams. We have Houston with the Astros, Pittsburgh with the Pirates, Orlando is close to the Tampa Bay Rays, and
here in Fort Wayne, we have the Single A Tin Caps, but a beautiful park. We also have several drivers and employees in
Valparaiso office who are either fans of the Cubs or White Sox. In the near future we will be asking many of you for
suggestions as to which dates will work the best, we will try to do a Saturday to accommodate as many drivers and families
as possible. There is something special about peanuts, cracker jack and hot dog with mustard at the ball game.
June we will focus on Recruiting Drivers. We all must put special effort to recruit safe, quality drivers to join our existing
fleet. While we have a cash bonus for each of you to recruit a driver, we are going to have a June Contest for who recruits
the most drivers. Whoever recruits the most drivers will receive a 4 day, all expenses paid trip to Las Vegas for 2 people.
All expenses will be hotel, food, air travel, and 2 shows of your choice, this Does Not include gambling money. We will run
this contest thru the month of June, Recruiting will send out details on Monday. Let’s all get on board and make this a fun
contest, let’s see who can spend 4 days in Vegas!
Again, thank you for your hard work and contribution to our Company. You make it happen, day in and day out. Without
our loyal, hardworking drivers, dispatchers, safety, admin, shop, recruiting and managers, none of this would be possible.
Drive Safe, enjoy your family and friends

May God bless you and your family

Geary & Becky Buchanan
Owners of Buchanan Hauling & Rigging, Inc.
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Dennis Freeman

Curtis Sinor

Alexander Jimenez

Frank Hitchcock

Andy Colbert

Waclaw Wrobel

Mitch Volkers

Richard Hudson

Delbert Jewell

Alvaro Nunez Hernandez

Alberto Bassoco

Chad Turk

Ismael Garcia

Ricardo Ortuno Gonzalez

Glenn Johnson

Ron Duott

Troy Thompson

Chad Peltier

Marilyn Williams

Anne Terry

Madi Ceesay

Marin Soto Gonzalo

Collin McGinnis

Jenn Hiser

Michael Sprunger

Jonathan Lane

Roger Bonney

Gage Girvin

Jerry Thompson

Doug Morales

Charles Francis

Laura Krans

James Creamer

Bruce Pistorio Jr.

Phillip Johns II

Donald Beatty

Joseph Wiley Jr.

Joel Owens

Ralph Travis

Michael Mentzer
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Eric Russell
Kevin Snyder
Robert Corey
Michael Pina
Jeremy Busbey
Drew Dafforn
Danielle Fain
Casey FLorey
Phil Gray
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Michael morgan
Kevin hollis
James Beale
James creamer

Charles francis
Ralph Travis
Donte Johnson
Kyle Rawley
Lawrence Lowe
JR

Matthew Cole

Douglas Morales
Alvaro Nunez
Hernandez
Bryan J Wassel
Michael
Beiswanger

Levi Hicks

Camiell CHest

Harvye ROmero

Christopher
Johnson

Jan Fuchs

Harold bowman

Joseph Truston

